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Headlight covers are a great way to protect your Lexus headlights from unexpected damage,
such as that from rocks or the occasional tumbleweed. They can be cheap insurance against
having to replace expensive factory or aftermarket Lexus headlights, and best of all they look
great whether you're at a show or cruising down the road. Headlight covers have been one of
the mainstays of automotive customizing for decades, and are generally available in clear,
smoked, and black, as well as with a carbon fiber look. There are also adhesive Lexus headlight
covers that cling to your headlights, offering invisible protection from the elements. Please be
aware that it is illegal in some areas to have tinted headlight covers, even if they are in use
during the day. Please check your local laws if you have any concerns regarding legality. Q: Do
headlight covers come in pairs? A: Headlight covers are sold in pairs, unless otherwise noted.
Q: How do you install headlight covers? A: Headlight covers are attached to your existing
headlight using double-sided tape. Installation is a breeze and can be installed within minutes
using no tools. Q: What are headlight covers? Why buy headlight covers? A: Headlight covers
are molded plastic covers that go over your factory headlights. Whether you're looking to
enhance the appearance of your vehicle or looking to protect your expensive headlights against
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reflector of the projector. Because of the aging, foggy and oxidation of the reflector makes the
light output very poor , how can i make my headlights brighter? At this time, only need to
replace the problem projector reflector. Then your headlamp can be back to the condition like
new. No need to waste so much money to replace the whole headlight assembly. Hello, Sign In!
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in some areas to have tinted headlight covers, even if they are in use during the day. Please
check your local laws if you have any concerns regarding legality. Q: Do headlight covers come
in pairs? A: Headlight covers are sold in pairs, unless otherwise noted. Q: How do you install
headlight covers? A: Headlight covers are attached to your existing headlight using
double-sided tape. Installation is a breeze and can be installed within minutes using no tools. Q:
What are headlight covers? Why buy headlight covers? A: Headlight covers are molded plastic
covers that go over your factory headlights. Whether you're looking to enhance the appearance
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Up. A Lamin-x custom cut kit for your Lexus ES is designed to give your car a one-of-a-kind
combination of style and protection on its headlights. Our film is designed to be installed on
your Lexus with minimal trimming. Choose the best color to fit your style or install our Clear
film to keep your Lexus lights looking brand new. Check out our headlight color gallery to see
examples of our headlight tint film. How long will it take to get my Lamin-x? Precut orders are
custom manufactured for you at time of ordering. Please allow workday's processing time, and
at least days for delivery after the product has been shipped. You are responsible to make prior
arrangement with the carrier if you are not available to receive and sign for the product. Lamin-x
is not responsible if the product is verified as delivered with the carrier to the specified address,
but you personally did not receive it. Can I install this myself? Yes, you can install Lamin-x
yourself. These applications are normally low difficulty installations. A few applications with a 3,
4, or 5 level difficulty will require some acquired knowledge and mechanical ability in which we

cannot be held accountable. Therefore installations are done at your risk. We provide you with
installation instructions, tools, and website videos. If you are not comfortable with the
installation, you can use our Dealer Locator to find a local installer. If you attempt the install
yourself and have any questions, contact us at or help lamin-x. What is your warranty? We have
a Five-Year Warranty on our products. If you want more information please visit our warranty
page. What do I do if I find fogginess, air or water bubbles, surface texture, or scratches after
my Lamin-x installation? Once the film fully cures, most imperfections will disappear
completely. After time, small scratches, trapped moisture, and most bubbles will dissipate on
their own. However, if you encounter a stubborn bubble, you can poke it with a sewing needle
and push out the air or water. The hole will eventually close on its own. How do I remove the
film from my lights? To remove the film, we recommend warming it with a heat gun, hair dryer,
or simply by parking the car in the sunlight on a warm day. While the film is warm, slowly peel
the film from the lens surface. Any adhesive that may be left on the lens can be removed with a
cleaner that is safe for use on your vehicle's exterior. Are these films legal in my state? Our
colored films may not be legal for street use on a vehicle's primary lighting, and, as such, are
sold with an off-road use disclosure. Please check your state or local laws before installation.
Application of colored Lamin-x film on your primary lights is done so at your own risk. Extra
care is required to help with alignment and getting the film to lay down. Watch our installation
video for more info:. Headlight Color: Required. Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity:
Increase Quantity:. Frequently bought together:. Select all Add selected to cart. Description
Additional Information Description A Lamin-x custom cut kit for your Lexus ES is designed to
give your car a one-of-a-kind combination of style and protection on its headlights. Headlight
Kit Includes Film for headlights on both sides of your vehicle Installation tools: spray bottle,
squeegee, and trim tool. Tint : A subtle tinted film for headlights that allows for good visibility at
night. Gunsmoke : Our darkest tint for front lighting. An eye-catching look for any vehicle.
Yellow : Bold yellow headlight look during the day, and excellent for white-out and foggy
conditions Blue : Our Blue Tint looks light blue when unlit, but gives a white light when lit by
halogen lights. FAQs How long will it take to get my Lamin-x? Additional Information Make:.
Choose Options. Get custom cut tail light tint for your Lexus ES Our tail light tint covers are
designed to match the shape of your Lexus's lights so you only have to do minimal trimming
during Get a custom look on your Lexus ES with our custom cut fog light tint. Designed to
match the shape of your lights, our fog light tint kits are cut to fit your Lexus, so you only need
to Lexus ES Lamin-x Clear Bra paint protection protects your paint finish from stone chips,
scrapes, bugs, and other paint damaging items with an invisible protective layer. Quite possibly
the Car door edge paint chips are frustrating for many vehicle owners. If you are concerned
about opening your doors in tight areas and potentially chipping the edges of your car doors,
then our Car Door This kit is perfect for you if you want to tint your lights and also want a
slightly easier installation Give your car a sleek custom look with our Universal Side Marker
Covers. This kit comes with one 4"x12" piece of film which is enough to cover two side markers
on most vehicles. Our Universal Side Our film is designed to be installed on A Lamin-x custom
cut kit for your Lexus ES , is designed to give your car a one-of-a-kind combination of style and
protection on its headlights. A Lamin-x custom cut kit for your Lexus IS is designed to give your
car a one-of-a-kind combination of style and protection on its headlights. Skip to main content
of over 2, results for "lexus gs headlight". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free
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subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Headlights are the major part of any vehicle. A dirty headlight can ruin the vision in the
night, which is dangerous. Therefore, it is necessary to clean the headlights not just from the
outside but from the inside as well. Now the question here is how to clean inside of headlights?

You will find its answer right now. You can save a few bucks on your regular cleaning by
following the simplest steps to clean the headlights from the inside. First thing first, pull the
hood away! Here you will see a few screws that hold the headlight. Take the screwdriver in your
hand and take off all the drivers one by one. Depending on the model and construction of your
car, the purpose of each screw may vary. Know about how to clean inside of headlights.
Source: Youtube So, ensure that you are lifting the right screw. You can even take the help of a
manual as well. So, this is the first step towards how to clean inside of the headlights in no time.
For that purpose, you have to take out the lens or headlight lens from the assembly. Various
headlights may have various assemblies. With the help of manual, accomplish the task of taking
off the lens. Now to clean the lens, all you need is a bucket or big container, hot water, sponge
pad, and detergent. Put the hot water inside a container and add some detergent in it. Now, you
would clean the lens in the next step in this solution. Dip the sponge pad inside the solution.
Scrub out any filth or build up with the sponge pad. Be careful while cleaning the lens as hard
movements can result in scratches on the surface that may lead to further issues. So, be gentle!
Different ways to know how to clean inside of the headlights. When you are done with the
cleaning and scrubbing, let the headlight dry for a while. Once the headlight is completely dried,
reassemble the lens and reinstall the hood with the help of a screwdriver. You have cleaned
your headlights in the right way. In the worst-case scenario, use the maintenance tips or simply
consult the experts. Your safety is in your hands. Never drive with the dirty headlight just for the
sake of safety. Moreover, it can also damage the lens of the headlight and the situation of
headlight replacement might occur. So, use the above nifty steps for a DIY solution to how to
clean inside of the headlights. Tsukasa Azuma is an awesome car blogger of Car From Japan.
He owns a car repair shop at downtown Osaka, and he put all that experience to good use in his
sharing posts. Everything you Need to Know! Clean any dust accumulated around it and close
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on, trade it in, give it a second life. Are you looking to protect your headlight lenses, reduce
their glare, or simply make them stand out? You can do all that by getting premium aftermarket
headlight covers here at CarParts. All our products come with a guaranteed fit, making
installing new headlight lens covers quick and easy. Order anytime and have the parts you need
delivered right to your doorstep. Check out our selection of headlight covers below! For more
information go to Some auto parts need more protection than others. Take your vehicle's
headlights, for example. Because of the headlights' location on your vehicle's exterior, these
parts are more vulnerable to damage. To protect the headlights, what you need is a reliable
headlight cover. Constructed from tough acrylic material, the headlight cover shields the
headlights from objects that may hit and crack the headlights' bulbs and lenses. The headlight
cover is particularly useful if you like taking the off-road trails, where various forms of debris
can potentially damage the headlights. The headlight cover prevents moisture and other
contaminants from entering the headlight assembly, keeping the lens, reflector, and bulb safe.
So extend the lifespan of your vehicle's headlight assembly by giving it the protection it needs.
Headlight covers are inexpensive products that are designed to protect your car's headlights
from damage and debris. Hugely popular as an aftermarket add-on, these covers are usually
made from durable acrylic and are available in a variety of different colors for easy vehicle
customization. They can certainly keep your ride looking great and help protect your headlights,
but headlight covers are not always legal in certain states. In most states, your car's headlights
must be able to project its beams to feet in front of your vehicle at low-beam settings and
should reach feet once it's on high-beam. But certain states like Texas and Arizona will say that
the headlight beam must instead be visible to oncoming traffic by feet away. In other states, the
color of light coming from the headlights is also regulated. Check with your local state laws to
see if a particular cover's color is legal under their motor vehicle code before you purchase any.
Once you've checked that your state would allow you to use headlight covers, then all you'll
need to do is find the right one for your vehicle. You'll want to get something that will match
your vehicle's look and feel, but make sure that it's designed to be installed quickly and can be
removed easily for cleaning and maintenance. Most covers come with adhesives that allow
them to simply stick on top of the headlights, although you would want to get designs that
come with screws, allowing them to attach securely to your vehicle. Getting the right headlight
cover for your car is a relatively simple task, and you simply can't go wrong unless you choose
something that doesn't fit your ride. These products are quite inexpensive, so if you have a
bigger budget, you may want to get removable models that would last longer since you can
detach them for easier cleaning and maintenance. You shouldn't worry about the cost since
these covers will pay for themselves in time since they'll be protecting your expensive
headlights from damage, extending their service life in the process. Customizing your vehicle
with stylish headlight covers is an easy and inexpensive way of adding style to your ride. Make
sure that you've checked with your local laws about the use of headlight covers before you buy
one for your vehicle. Installing these covers should only take about an hour of your time thanks
to our guide. Heat gun Plastic putty knife Headlight covers. Step 1: If your car has stock covers
on it, then you'll need to remove it before you can install a replacement. Otherwise, you may
skip this step and proceed to installing the cover right away. Step 2: Using a heat gun, carefully
remove the edges of your stock headlight cover, moving it frequently so you would avoid
melting the plastic lens or the cover itself. Once it's lose, you should be able to peel it off with a
plastic putty knife. Step 3: For vehicles that have removable headlight covers that are mounted
on using clips or small screws, then you'll have an easier time taking them off by simply
loosening it from its mount. Step 1: Before you begin, make sure that you read the instructions
that came with your aftermarket headlight covers, so you'll have an idea on how to install them
beforehand. Step 2: Clean the surface of your car's headlight using a microfiber cloth. A dust
free surface will allow your cover to adhere better. Step 3: Using the supplied adhesive,
carefully attach the headlight covers to your vehicle. You should turn on your vehicle's
headlights to see that the beams are aiming correctly. Otherwise, you should readjust the
covers before the adhesive sets. Step 4: Once you're satisfied with the position of the covers,
allow the adhesive to fully cure and you're done. A headlight cover is an aftermarket

modification that goes on top of the headlight to diffuse the transmitted light. Headlight covers
are made from various materials, including metal, self-adhesive vinyl, polycarbonate, and ABS
plastic. Note that some headlight covers are illegal in other states, so you should do your
research before installing or even buying a headlight cover. You can buy quality headlight
covers on CarParts. Vehicle ownership offers many perks and benefits aside from having a
personal ride to bring you wherever you want and whenever. One bonus is the ability to
personalize your car according to your liking, as long as it is in compliance with the state law.
There are tons of components that you can upgrade in your vehicle to make it look more
pleasing, perform better, and even sound cooler. Among the things that you can add to your car
are headlight covers. Not only that, you can also use the headlight cover to achieve your
desired headlight tint or protect the lenses from getting hit by debris when driving. And thanks
to the headlight cover, the lenses will not turn yellow or hazy any time soon. There are a bunch
of things to consider when buying a pair of headlight covers for your car. Knowing these factors
beforehand is an essential step to ensure you get the desired specification. Also, note that
some headlight covers are illegal in other states, so you should do your research first before
installing or even buying a headlight cover. Here are the common factors you need to take in
mind:. There are different headlight covers for each of these functions, so you have to make up
your mind first before finding a specific headlight cover for your car. You can opt for acrylic or
metal headlight covers for protection as they offer a tough layer that will deflect debris. On the
other hand, you can select from the different hues and shades of vinyl films to wrap on the lens
for tinting. The design includes color and finish. Knowing the style you want on your vehicle will
help you save time when searching for headlight covers. Mounting or attachments also fall
under design. When planning to buy smoked lenses, you must swap for brighter headlight
bulbs. Take these factors into consideration when choosing a headlight cover to avoid facing
violations and inconveniences. Check your state regulations before installing any aftermarket
parts on your vehicle. The headlights and tail lights are sensitive issues that are strictly
regulated in most locations. In terms of design, keep in mind that some tint colors are taboo in
some states and that you can get in trouble for just having them. The shape is one of the crucial
factors you have to note, especially on acrylic, metal, and ABS plastic headlight covers since
these materials are pre-molded. Lastly, decide on which headlight cover material you want to
install in your car. There are various headlight cover materials to choose from, and each one
offers unique perks and benefits. Also, installation may vary, so take that in mind when buying a
headlight cover. Headlight lenses nowadays feature a scratchproof surface, meaning they can
last for long periods of time without showing any signs of fading or scratches. However, this
alone does not mean you should rule out protecting them. You can buy quality headlight covers
from CarParts. Take your pick from a wide range of options in our catalog, as we provide all
sorts of headlight covers from headlight cover trims to full bodies. Our headlight covers are
available as a single piece or in sets of two and four. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Headlight Cover. Refine by:. Headlight Cover
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